
Available Only On Anlin Windows And Patio Doors



Architectural Black Architectural  Bronze

Espresso Taupe

Desert Tan Sandstone

THERMACOAT™ SOLAR REFLECTIVE COLORS*

Designers know that color is one of the most effective ways to enhance 
a home’s charm and curb appeal. It’s the finishing accent that turns a nice 
home into a “wow” home. Available in 12 of the most popular designer 
colors, ThermaCoat™ lets you personalize your Anlin windows and doors 
to bring out the best in your home. And with ThermaCoat,™  beauty is just 
the beginning. Unlike ordinary paints which absorb the sun’s infrared heat, 
ThermaCoat™ solar reflective colors are made with pigments that reflect 
the sun’s infrared heat, keeping your vinyl windows and doors cooler 
regardless of color. When you consider that Anlin windows and doors 
already lead the industry in thermal performance, adding ThermaCoat™  
is the perfect complement.

Color That Changes … Everything



Architectural Silver

Divine Wine

Red Pepper

Forest Green

Classic Gray

Rose Wood

THERMACOAT™ SOLAR REFLECTIVE COLORS*

ThermaCoat™ colors …

… reflect and emit infrared heat from the sun back into 
the atmosphere instead of absorbing it into the vinyl.

… give you the ability to use various colors to match or 
complement exterior wall and trim colors.

… are rated as non-hazardous by the EPA.

... are tested by AAMA and ASTM, including heat 
reflectivity, UV resistance, humidity and corrosion 
resistance, impact and adhesion.

… are far more durable than ordinary paints.

… are factory-applied, so your windows and doors arrive  
ready to install and enjoy.

… are designed specifically for Anlin’s proprietary vinyl 
window and door profiles.

... are covered by a FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY.

For actual color, view ThermaCoat™ vinyl samples (provided by Dealer) in natural daylight.
*Colors shown are printed representations of ThermaCoat™ Solar Reflective Colors for comparison purposes only.



ThermaCoat™ solar reflective colors use the same 
technology that originated within the US Military. 
Currently these reflective pigments are used in the 
military Stealth Program to diffuse heat and eliminate 
radar detection of aircraft. It’s just one more way Anlin 
Window Systems uses better technology and design to 
enhance your home’s beauty and energy efficiency.
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